Use of the uranaffin reaction in the identification of neuroendocrine granules.
This overview emphasizes the utility of the uranaffin reaction in the diagnosis of tumors derived from neuroendocrine cells. The history, cell organelle specificity, tissue specificity, pH requirements, and detailed procedure of the uranaffin reaction is provided. Uranaffin-positive granules are also identified within the NS granules of the stem cell paraneuron (archiparaneuron) of coelenterates, and a hypothetical evolutionary scheme depicting the possible origins of the key biochemical features of the advanced mammalian NS granule is included. The role of nucleotides, a major component of true NS granules, is discussed. A possible intragranular function of ATP as a regulator of osmotic pressure and the extracellular physiologic effects of secreted intragranular nucleotides are discussed in some detail.